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EPR & BellEPR & Bell

EPR EPR believedbelieved in local in local realismrealism
Translates into a theory with local hidden Translates into a theory with local hidden 
variables (LHV)variables (LHV)
Bell showed that such a theory is Bell showed that such a theory is 
impossible by bounding the value of a impossible by bounding the value of a 
measurement operator of such a theory measurement operator of such a theory 
and by showing that QM can violate this and by showing that QM can violate this 
boundbound



EntanglementEntanglement

Product stateProduct state
ρρ = = ρρAA ⊗⊗ ρρBB

EntangledEntangled statestate
Not a Not a productproduct statestate

Multipartite Multipartite generalizationgeneralization
TrivialTrivial



How to How to quantifyquantify entanglemententanglement
and nonand non--localitylocality

Open questionOpen question
SubjectSubject to to debatedebate
ManyMany measuresmeasures have been to put have been to put forwardforward



CommunicationCommunication

Alice Bob

Entangled State ( |φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/ √2 )
x ∈ MA y ∈ MB

a b

Prquantum[a,b|x,y]

LHVs

Classical Communication

Prsim[a,b|x,y] = Prquantum[a,b|x,y]



CommunicationCommunication

For a Bell state For a Bell state |φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/ √2 : 1 bit : 1 bit 
isis sufficientsufficient in the in the worstworst casecase
For For |φ〉 = α|00〉 + β|11〉, where , where α,β ≠ 1/ √2, 0 : : 
2 bits are necessary in the worst case2 bits are necessary in the worst case
Discrepancy also exist in the expected Discrepancy also exist in the expected 
communication scenariocommunication scenario



NonNon--local boxeslocal boxes

Alice Bob

x y

a r
{0,1}

b r {0,1}
x y = a 
b



NonNon--local boxeslocal boxes

x ∈ MA y ∈ MB

Alice Bob

Entangled State

a b

NLBs

Prsim[a,b|x,y] = Prquantum[a,b|x,y]Prquantum[a,b|x,y]



NonNon--local Boxeslocal Boxes

For a Bell state For a Bell state |φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/ √2 : 1 : 1 
NLB NLB isis sufficientsufficient in the in the worstworst casecase
For For |φ〉 = α|00〉 + β|11〉, where , where α,β ≠ 1/ √2, 0 ::
2 2 NLBsNLBs are necessary in the worst caseare necessary in the worst case



DetectionDetection looploop--holehole

x ∈ MA y ∈ MB

Alice Bob

Entangled State

a or b or 

LHVs

Prsim[a,b|x,y] ≠ Prquantum[a,b|x,y]Prquantum[a,b|x,y]

Max prob of 



DetectionDetection looploop--holehole

For a Bell state For a Bell state |φ+〉 = (|00〉 + |11〉)/ √2 : 25%: 25%
For For |φ〉 = α|00〉 + β|11〉, where , where α,β ≠ 1/ √2, 0 : : 
33,3%33,3%



White NoiseWhite Noise
p p |ψ|ψ--〉〈ψ〉〈ψ--|| + (1+ (1--p)p) /4/4

p p ≤≤ 1/3: state is separable1/3: state is separable
p p ≤≤ 1/2: can simulate 1/2: can simulate vNvN on state on state with with LHVsLHVs
p p ≤≤ 5/12: can simulate 5/12: can simulate POVMsPOVMs on state on state with with LHVsLHVs
p p ≥≥ 1/1/√√2: 2: cancan’’tt simulate with only simulate with only LHVsLHVs
5/12 5/12 ≤≤ p p ≤≤ 1/1/√√2: what happens exactly2: what happens exactly??

0 1p 1/3 5/12 1/2 1/√21/3 5/12 1/2 1/√25/12



Bell Bell inequalitiesinequalities

P(AP(A11=B=B11) + P(B) + P(B11=A=A22+1) + P(A+1) + P(A22=B=B22) + ) + 
P(BP(B22=A=A11) ) P(AP(A11=B=B11 1) 1) P(BP(B11=A=A22) ) 
P(AP(A22=B=B22 1) 1) P(BP(B22=A=A11 1)1)
Classically Classically 22
Maximally entangledMaximally entangled state of two state of two qutritsqutrits = = 
4(24(2√√3+3)/9 > 23+3)/9 > 2
NonNon--maximally entangled state of two maximally entangled state of two 
qutritsqutrits = 1+= 1+√√(11/3) > (11/3) > 4(24(2√√3+3)/93+3)/9



Bell inequalities without probabilitiesBell inequalities without probabilities
A Bell A Bell inequalityinequality withoutwithout probabilitiesprobabilities is a set is a set 
of multipartite measurements on an of multipartite measurements on an 
entangled state where any local classical entangled state where any local classical 
model, which is to attempt to simulate the model, which is to attempt to simulate the 
probability distribution of the outputs given probability distribution of the outputs given 
by by quantum quantum mechanicsmechanics, , willwill attributeattribute a non a non 
zerozero probabilityprobability to a to a measurement outcome measurement outcome 
that is forbidden by quantum mechanics or that is forbidden by quantum mechanics or 
will never produce certain outcomes which will never produce certain outcomes which 
are predicted with a non zero are predicted with a non zero probabilityprobability in in 
quantum quantum mechanicsmechanics..



Bell inequalities without probabilitiesBell inequalities without probabilities

|Γ〉|Γ〉= (= (||0101〉〉 + + ||1010〉〉 + + ||1111〉〉) /) /√√33

1/121/121/121/121/121/123/43/4HH ⊗⊗ HH

002/32/31/61/61/61/6II ⊗⊗ HH

001/61/62/32/31/61/6HH ⊗⊗ II

1/31/31/31/31/31/300II ⊗⊗ II

1111101001010000Alice/BobAlice/Bob

HH ⊗⊗ HH

XXII ⊗⊗ HH

XXHH ⊗⊗ II

XXII ⊗⊗ II

1111101001010000Alice/BobAlice/Bob

XX



Bell inequalities without probabilitiesBell inequalities without probabilities

Works for Works for almostalmost anyany randomrandom state state exceptexcept
Product statesProduct states
Bell statesBell states



KullbackKullback--LeiblerLeibler distancedistance

The The averageaverage amountamount of support in of support in favorfavor of of 
Q Q againstagainst C per trial C per trial whenwhen the data are the data are 
generatedgenerated by Q by Q isis the the soso--calledcalled relative relative 
entropyentropy or or KullbackKullback--LeiblerLeibler divergencedivergence
D(D(q,cq,c) = ) = zz ppqq(z) log((z) log(ppqq(z)/p(z)/pcc(z))(z))
MaximallyMaximally entangledentangled state of state of twotwo qutritsqutrits : : 
0.0580.058
NonNon--maximallymaximally entangledentangled state of state of twotwo
qutritsqutrits : 0.077: 0.077



Entanglement of formationEntanglement of formation

Def: How many pairs of maximally Def: How many pairs of maximally 
entangled states are needed to create the entangled states are needed to create the 
state we want (LOCC)state we want (LOCC)
For nonFor non--maximally entangled pair of maximally entangled pair of 
qubitsqubits??

☺☺ 1!1!
Teleportation!Teleportation!



PseudoPseudo--TelepathyTelepathy

Prquantum[(a,b,x,y) ∈ W ]=1

x ∈ MA y ∈ MB

Alice Bob

Entangled State

a b

LHVs

PrLHVs [(a,b,x,y) ∈ W ] < 1



PseudoPseudo--telepathytelepathy

☺☺ So far, the So far, the onlyonly pseudopseudo--telepathytelepathy gamesgames
knownknown are on are on maximallymaximally entangledentangled statesstates
As not been As not been provedproved thatthat itit isis impossible on impossible on 
nonnon--maxiamallymaxiamally entangledentangled statesstates
As not been As not been provedproved thatthat nonnon--maximallymaximally
entangledentangled states states cannotcannot lowerlower the the 
classicalclassical probabilityprobability of of winningwinning



Why are there anomalies in all Why are there anomalies in all 
these measures?these measures?



MaybeMaybe……

If I think of somethingIf I think of something



One One thingthing I I shouldshould tell tell youyou

All All thesethese measuresmeasures are are relatedrelated
I I couldcould givegive a a wholewhole otherother talk as to how talk as to how theythey
are are relatedrelated

If If youyou cancan readread french, I french, I cancan sendsend youyou mymy phdphd
thesisthesis…… once once itit’’ss finishedfinished

Insights Insights intointo one one willwill leadlead to insights in to insights in 
othersothers



ConclusionConclusion

I donI don’’t know anything!t know anything!
I really would love to discuss thisI really would love to discuss this

I think that understanding this would yield I think that understanding this would yield 
great insights into physics and into the power great insights into physics and into the power 
of entanglement as a computational resourceof entanglement as a computational resource

☺☺ If you want to know what I do when I am If you want to know what I do when I am 
seriousserious…… check my website check my website ☺☺!!!!


